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Practice

SANDYASCH.COM

Practicing mindfulness will help bring your
body into a calm, focused state and build
emotional resilience. Concentrate on your
breathing, meditate, take a yoga class, focus on
one thing at a time. Here’s a 9-minute
mindfulness practice you might enjoy.
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Whenever you are feeling stressed out,
overwhelmed, or anxious, give yourself permission
to go to a quiet room to relax and decompress.
Stillness brings you back to yourself. Somewhere
the best place to go is nowhere. Listen to Pico
Iyer’s TED Talk on the art of stillness.
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Get
MOVING

SANDYASCH.COM

During the holidays, it’s easy to get caught up in
the busyness and forget to take care of yourself.
Even if it’s just taking a short walk around the
block, movement helps you keep stress at bay
and builds physical resilience. Check out these 25
easy ways to fit in 10 minutes of exercise.
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Spend

within your
MEANS
SANDYASCH.COM

One of the biggest stressors during the holidays
is financial. Don’t go into debt trying to show
people how much you love them. People who
love you want you to be happy, healthy, and
financially whole. Here are 8 ways to manage
your holiday spending.
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Don't bring work HOME
SANDYASCH.COM

Plan ahead with your team to set deadlines prior
to the holidays. Split up work and delegate
before the break so that you can take a rest and
focus on what really matters during the holidays.
Here are 5 ways to really get away from work
during the holidays.
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DELEGATE

SANDYASCH.COM

Be realistic about your time constraints.Try not to
put too much onto your plate. Only agree to do
things you can realistically do without creating
stress. Share some of your tasks with other family
members. Focus on your strengths and delegate
the rest. Read these tips on how to delegate
intelligently.
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Avoid
TOXIC
people
SANDYASCH.COM

Boundaries are important especially during the
holidays. You are not required to spend your time
with people who are negative and drain your
energy. When you find yourself in an interaction
that is bringing you down -- step away. Check out
the 10 toxic people you ought to avoid at all costs.
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Let go of
PERFECTIONISM
SANDYASCH.COM

Things will not always go according to plan. The
holidays are a time when you might experience
extra drama, quibble with your kids, or a casserole
may burn. Ask yourself, “will this really matter an
hour, a week, a month, a year from now?” Here are
some ways to survive holiday stress.

Practice
GRATITUDE
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SANDYASCH.COM

Focus on things and people you are grateful for.
Be grateful for lessons disguised as people
pushing your buttons. Listen to my favorite
5-minute gratitude message here.
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Have

FUN!

SANDYASCH.COM

Be joyful and have fun this holiday. When you are
joyful, there’s no room for stress. Whether it is
playing with your children, board games with the
entire family, or joking around with your siblings just have fun and build your relational resilience.
If you’re ready for some festive fun, pick some of
these family friendly holiday games.
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Eat WELL

SANDYASCH.COM

Holidays are notoriously for bringing out bad eating
habits. Try to eat limited portions of foods with empty
calories and try to fill your dinner plate with veggies and
healthy fats as much as possible. Eating well will help
guard against stress and the crashes that come with
eating high glycemic foods. Build physical resilience.
Here are some tips on how to stay healthy during the
holidays.
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Embrace
GENEROSITY

SANDYASCH.COM

Generosity doesn’t just come in the form of expensive
gifts. Be generous with your words, generous with
your time, and give creative and thoughtful gifts.
Generosity brings out your sense of community and
belonging to make you feel whole. This is how you
build relational resilience. Here are some ideas about
how you can make the world a better place.

